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c o n t e n t s 
The Christians 

whips his breeks off in a laundrette, 
becomes a bit famous, makes a 
record with Madonna, becomes even 
more famous etc., etc. 

But then, of course, it all went 
horribly wrong for Nick Kamen and he 
released a couple of singles that 
scarcely troubled the top forty - but 
now - hey! - he's back with a new 
tune called "Tell Me"! 

Surely he must be a bit nervous 

after having dangled by a sinew 
above the jaws of the dumper? 

“No, not at all. Urn. .. it's urn. . . 
it's urn. .. it's urn, just the 
beginning, y’know? 1 had a lot ot 
success last year, and the fact that 
things didn't go quite-" ' 
end of the year has ar __ 
me on to do better things 

Nick Kamen, viewers, is nattering 
away to us on the other end of a 
transatlantic phone line, for he is, in 
fact, in L.A. (man) “cutting" some 
‘ acks for his second LP. 

“I’ve been out here on and off for 

and tlwfamo_ 
have lor work. It also gives mi 
chance to get away from big cities 
and stuff because L.A. is so spread 
out. Have I been sunbathing a lot? 

Mexican-looking or not, it hasn’t 
put Nick’s famous pals off him. "Tell 
Me” is co-written by Madonna’s 
producer bloke, Pat Leonard, and on 
the 12' of this vinyl bonanza, you can 
clearly hear the giamoursmith herself 
tweetling merrily away in the 

Pat too, so when it came to ‘Tell Me’ 
I iust asked her if she wanted to do 

id she was up 

I Fair enough. So what else have you 
been up to then"? 

“I've just shot the video for the 
single out here in a desert near this 
place called Green Acres. The story is 
that I arrive in this ghost town when 
my car breaks down, and I begin to 
have a fixation with this picture of a 
girl (?), but I don't know where she's 

| from or anything about her-and then II meet a dog who tries to help me find 
her (??), but what I don’t know about 
her is that she's in fact a 50 foot giant 
(???), and - 
the dog co 

BITZ: The return of Five Star and their incredible 
exploding frightwigs! Derek B s guide to life (don't try this 
one at home, viewers!!)! Plus!!!! Patrick Swizzle with a 

’gibbon on his head.,,(???) 

CROSSWORD: It’ll belt your bonce i 
I RS VP: It’ll belt your bonce off! (Part Two) 
; PRINCE: Why on earth does he get called Skipper? Why 

does he dwell in a purple galaxy!! Because he's "possibly” 
a tad unhinged that’s why... 

31 THE SMASH HITS SHOP: “Happening!!” (?) 
34-36 CLIMIE FISHER: Come with us, if you will, on a picnic 

* with the dynamic “duo" who once knew a sheep that 
thought it was a dog and who’re not very good at staying : 
flame-free...(?????) 

I MUTTERINGS: Ah, the giddy work 
I PATRICK SWAYZE POSTER: Ft 
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Bros 

have split up!!! 

hour snipping off Craig’s 
popping it next to Matt’s fooi ana 
turning Luke into a two-headed 
monster. And what’s more Bitz has 
50 - yes 50! - of these cherished 
items to giveaway!!! 

For your chance of winning one 
simply tell us which is the oldest 
member of Bros. Answers on a 
postcard to: Crikey It's A Jungle 
Out There Competition, Smash 
Hits, 14 Holkham Road, Orton 
Southgate, Peterborough PE2 
OUF by May 31. 

liking blonde girls, and the __ 
through a stage of liking half-caste girls. 
I like women of all sorts really! i 
shouldn't be saying that really, because 

' a girlfriend for about a year now 
" s bad old days, I was a bad 

. Of course, I've grown up 

six-figure bank account. 
What do I want to do with it? 
I want to buy an island so 
that I can sit around all day. 

“If I hadn’t decided to make records 
this year, I was going to go to Tobago to 
sell coconuts on the beach and live in a 
little shack. Not competing with the 
Western world any longer - opting out. 
I've spoken to people who do that. Their 
only worry is if a hurricane comes! They 
•'""'t watch telly, go to1—1 -* -*■—1 

HEROES 
“Superman... err... James Bond - 
he’s the ultimate guy. He's so cool, ano 

le mainman. Worraguy!" 

• Are you a church-going type then? 
Mica: 'No, not at all. I still believe in God but I t« f 
don't go to church anymore. I left the church 
when I was fifteen and started to do sessions for 
other people.” (i.e. she sang backing vocals and 
some of the difficult bits for loads of famous pop 
persons.) Do I know any famous people? Yeah! I 
know loads!! I’ve got Will Downing on my album. 
He's such a lovely bloke. It's a lot easier 
nowadays, however, because in the old days I 
used to have to lie about my age because I wasn’t 
really old enough to work as a session singer!! " 
• So you were a bit ol a rebel, were you? 
Mica: "I suppose I was really, I was still at school 
at the time. And yes it did cause a bit of trouble! I 
was always bunking off to do sessions! I loved j 
school but I say that and yet I was terrible theft I 
gave my teachers some bad headaches I can telf . . 
you! I should have been expelled hundreds of r 
"mes but I wasn’t. The teachers used to love me, , 

lough. I was always a very charismatic person,: J 
and they knew that I sung so I got away with a lot.' 
What was my school report like? I'll tell you it. - | 
always said the same thing: 'Mica is very easily . 
distracted but she is a very bright pupil blah blah 
blah! I was always chatting at the back of the class 
and getting told off!! I was brilliant at art, though. 
I was soooo artistic! i used to fantasise about 
becoming a great artist or a designer. What was it 
' ■—J to say?..I remember, I used to say 'Mica 
...:re!' (?!) I v“ 

Mica: "They’re great, they're behind me all the 
way now. In fact they both keep a scrap book and 
they’re having a race to see who can collect the 
most pictures of me! I also have two brothers and 
three sisters who are great. My youngest brother 
is five and he’s in my video - he's the one driving 

• Did you always want to become a singer? 
Mica: No. I really was into my art. but when I 
was very little, about three years old, I used to 
sing to Rupert The Bear' and the Watch With 
Mother theme as well! ” 
• You do seem to be a rather, erm. forthright 
person. Were you the bossy sister at home? 
Mica: Ha! DO you think I sound bossy? Oh, well 
I suppose I am very domineering! I did like my 
family to listen to me when I spoke - I guess it's 
because I'm a Taurus." (????) 
• Any favourite toys as a young 'un? 
Mica: No! I hated toys!! YeuchTThe only present 
I ever liked was my Baby Alive. It was a doll and 
when you fed it, it used to wee! It had a nappy 
and everything. To me that was the greatest gift 
on earth!” But I never had loads of toys in my 
bedroom." 
• So what's your bedroom like now? 
Mica: “Now? Well, it's got white walls, black 
whadayamacallits?” (?) “Blinds - black blinds and 
peach coloured bed covers and lamp shade. I've 
got a keyboard in there and a huge picture of 
Micky Rourke on the wall. I tell ya what else - I’ve 
girt a massive picture of^Bros! Hove em. hhink 

voice too - it’s got real potential'." 
• So tell us aboi-““ 

hScaf'^es'lf's a true story! Honest!!!(?) It’s 
basically about this bloke that I used to be really in 
love with, and he never knew." (Ah...sniffle.) 
"Yeah, and you know how it goes, we were mates 
as we grew up he went his way and I mine. And 
we split apart. Then one day, I saw him again and 
I fell straight back in love with him and he still 
didn’t realise!" (The clot!) “Anyway, I never told 
him and his friends took him away again.” (Sniff 
sniff.) “Yes, it's true. Anyway, I thought that was 
it and one day I was working in the studio and 
there was this knock on the door and guess who it 
was? HIM!!!” (Hurray!!) 
• So did it result in a snog up of astounding 
proportions then? 
Mica: “Well, yes there was a lot of kissing but he 
explained that the reason he hadn't told me how 
he felt before was because he had his nr-'— 
was too busy. You know how boys are! 
• Bitz is guite 



LOOK AT THE 
OF FIVE STAR! 

t’s a queer old thing, this business we call 







BROS “HIT” THE M yJSlHE THIS BUNCH THE NEW U2? 

fed up looking like a poncy "dancer" and your name is Patrick Swizzle 
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NICK KAMEN 



Ws UP 



me Excuse 
•That’s just one 

of the incredibly 
“difficult” questions 
we “threw” at Belinda 
Carlisle as she 
celebrates her latest 
hit “Circle In The 
Sand”. “And here’s a 
few more to make you 
sit up and think,” 
barks Chris Heath... 













NEW SINGLE-OUT NOW! 

LOVE 
WILL 
SAVE 
THE 
DAY 



THE NEW SINGLE FROM 

ALEXANDER 
O'NEAL 

THE LOVERS 
SPECIAL REMIX SEVEN, TWELVE 

Taken from the smash hit album 

HEARSAY 
includes 

FAKE, CRITICIZE, 
NEVER KNEW LOVE LIKE THIS 

Alexander O’Neal on tour in Britain 

24-25 May - Manchester Appollo • 26-27-28-30 May - Wembley Arena 
31 May - Birmingham NEC 



, the inspiration tor 
s: “When you're 



He likes chocolate 

^ He’s a bit bonkers r 



WIN TICKETS TO 

MICHAEL 
JACKSON 
AT WEMBLEY STADIUM 

^ JULY 25TH 1988 

SIMON BATES HAS 25 PAIRS OF TICKETS FOR WHAT WILL 
UNDOUBTEDLY BE THE POP EVENT OF THE YEAR 

ro WIN YOUR PAIR OF TICKETS FOR THE CONCERT ANSWER THREE 
SIMPLE QUESTIONS, COMPLETE THE LIMERICK IN THE MOST APT AND 
ORIGINAL WAY AND COLLECT ONE FUJI DR90 AUDIO CASSETTE PACK TOP 





WOOLWORTHS 
s— is Music 

. With a hit single in the charts and another on the way, Pebbles 
is destined for the very top. Pick up her debut album now! 

# Includes the hit single ‘Girlfriend’ and 
her forthcoming release ‘Mercedes Boy! 

LP/TAPE 



--,--,,-—away? Do Saint “'n'” 
W Greavsie own matching bidets? Does Bubbles do his own washing or 

employ a lady to “do” for him? Does the thought of not knowing the answers 
to any of the above send you utterly bonkers?,Send your "queries" to Get 
Smart! Smash Hits, 52-55 Carnaby Street, London W1V 1PF. 

Some Astonishing Facts About Fleetwood Mac! 

Could you please enlighten me 
about the group Fleetwood Mac? 
Who are they and what records 
have they had out? Could you 
please print a picture too If 
possible? 
John Sweeney, Woodford Green. 

We most certainly could! The 
Mac are one of rock's true 
dinosaurs, as it were. They 
started “life” as a hippy quartet 
in August 1967 and there have 
been quite a few “personnel” 
changes along the way. The 
group as it now “stands” 
consists of Christine McVie, 
John McVie, Mick Fleetwood, 
Stevie Nicks and two 
newcomers, omy eurnene ana 
Rick Vito. Among the more “Tusk”, “Mirage” and their new 
recent of their LPs are such LP “Tango In The Night” which 
“nuggets” as “Rumours”, is, er, dead good! 

I 
I 
I 
I 

get smart! 
DURAN DURAN: Do They Still Exist? 

happened to Duran Duran? I have been 
the new LP for ages now! Have they gone 

dumper, as you say, or are they bringing out a new 
Please put me out of my misery before I expire! 

A worn out copy of ''Notorious", Elton, Nr Chester. 

• Fret no more, “pal" for the Duran will be back in a jiffy! Simon, 
Nick and John have swanked off to Paris where they are 
completing their new LP in the studio (man). They’re not 
promising when it'll be in the shops but it will definitely be, erm, 
some time this year! They're back! 



ZTECC 
Roddy Frame is the bloke behind Aztec Cam 
is flinging its way up the charts. And, he tell 

M ■ any hundreds of thousands of 
|\#|moons ago in I960, a liny 
IVIwee lad called Roddy Frame 

from a tiny wee place called East 
Kilbride near Glasgow dondered out 
of his school gate for the very last 

--15, had not one 

__d a pop group 
Aztec Camera and within one 

aajcry popular “Indie group and Roddy 
Frame was hailed as a "child geniu 
for his tweetingly soblul love songs 
and the blustering splendour of his 
jangular guitar. By 1983 they had 
invented one enormous hit called 

etc. By 1984 they’d invented 
LP called “Knife" which wa: 
good except it went on a bit 
being "produced” by Mark * being "produced" by Mark ‘ Horrible 
Headband” Knopfler trom Dire 
Straits. Then they fell into a large 
black hole in infinity (or something) 
and disappeared until this very year 

■ ,i i i,, 
. Roddy 



AMERA 
ra, whose new single “Somewhere In My Heart” 
Sylvia Patterson, “I owe it all to Santa Claus” (?).. 

ended up using it as a spaceship for 
ma action man -1 took out all the 
strings and stuck him in the hole. 
Great, I got a proper guitar when I was 
nine and started to learn some chords 
with ma Bert Weedon Songbook. (Bert 
Weedon being an ancient guitar geezer 
famed for not very much except his 
bimbo-proof instruction manuals) and 
I've never looked back!” 
• What was the first song you ever 

I used to try to write punk songs. . . 
uh, the first one I ever wrote was in 
1977 and it was called 'Town Planners' 
heheh. That was when I was really into 
The Clash and The Pistols (i.e. the Sex 
Pistols). The lyrics were totally 
useless, like most punk bands whose 
lyrics were totally useless." 
Any particular "couplet" that you can 
recall? 
"Eh. . . something about 
contemplating suicide/while you’re 

living in the countryside' heheh! Years 
before Morrissey I was a manic 
depressive punk!” 
“ —i ever yearn to be a 

are. Life’s hard and then you die, sort 
of thing.” (?) 
• Have^you got a big spongey settee 

“Actually I’ve got a great big settee in 
my flat and a great big TV as well and 
the flat’s tiny heheh. The two of them 
take up the entire living-room. My 
ambition when I get really rich is to 
have a flat with a table in it 'cos I've 

r had that yet. I want something I 

..s handy for when people 
want to stay the night. It’s not one of 
those fold-out things either, you don’t 

s! Is it about four feet wide or 
something? 
“Maybe bigger! Oh aye, it’s ridiculous 
but I like it. I've also got looooads of 
records. About two walls full. So 
basically if you sit on the big settee all 
you see is records. It's good.” 
• What would you do if you were 

being^paid 

"The most stylish of 
my hairdos to date? I 
think the one that was most unstylish 
was probably the most stylish. I had 
long hair before a lot of people started 
growing theirs long. Mine was long 
long (indicates “collar bone"). And it 
was all bunched up on top in a big sort 

• Did you used to blub furiously in 
your bedroom when you were 15? 
"Yeah, yeah. . . weeeel I wouldn’t say 
l was blubbing in my bedroom as such 
but I was quite. . ,er, sensitive, 
reading lots of Colin Wilson ("cult" 
author i.e. hardly anyone's ever read 
one of his books) and all that but I 
think that’s quite usual. Oh yeah, I’m 

• How much blubbing do you do 
these days? 

Not much. Nah, can’t remember the 
last time.” 

London for the past five years. No, the 
shack is something I bought with ma 
first publishing advance - just a wee ein the middle of a field outside 

ihester. I just go there for quiet 
weekends an' that. I lie on the roof 
when it’s sunny and think about 
absolutely nothing! My days of 
contemplating the universe are well 
over. When you get older you come to 
realise that (knocks v. firmly on the 
wooden table) things are what they 

Crisps and all that. I 
mean, if you were 
cooking at home and 

you, er, just got out some potatoes 
and sliced them really thin and fried 
them up in a pan or whatever they 
wouldn’t taste as good as Smokey 
Bacon, would they? Or Prawn Cocktail. 

_n and wee? 
“I don’t know! I drink and eat as much 
as everyone else. I eat anything, 
whatever's there. I’m not anorexic or 
anything, if that’s what you’re 
wondering! (?) As for exercise I 
occasionally jog round to the 
newsagents to get some fags. Yes, I 
know smoking’s a disgusting habit, but 
I’m afraid I enjoy it. . ." 
• Are you a Bros fan? 
“Not a fan particularly but I like their 
records, I think their records are good 
and I think he's a good singer, it 
doesn't offend me when I hear it on the 
radio. A lot of people probably are 
offended by them but they’re probably 
the hipper-than-thou sorts and they 
offend me far more than Bros do. I’ve 
done all that hipper-than-thou bit 

f when I was about 13 and it’s 

just love music.” 
• You're obsessed by music, aren’t 
you? 
“Totally. Totally. Totally obsessed by 
music. ” (“Fancy that!" - Absolutely 

Men/ 

L.Pj CD 



INTERCITY 125. 

OUTER LIMITS 125. 

ARI25: Road Sports. Some I25’s are 

difficult to ride because their engines produce 

too little power in some parts of the rev range, 

and too much in others. The Kawasaki, however, 

delivers power effortlessly, from low down right 

up to maximum speed. As Performance Bikes 

magazine wrote when comparing all the I25’s 

“The Kawasaki is in a different class perfor¬ 

mance-wise. No matter what gear you’re in, just 

twist the throttle and it always responds, better 

than any other 125” 

With its superbly sweet engine, the ARI25 

is as nippy between towns as it is around town. 

But Kawasaki performance is much 

more than speed. It is the ideal 

balance between handling, braking, 

economy and power. Super Bike 

summed it up as a “perfect learner 

two-stroke... handles brilliantly... 

brakes stop the bike on a sixpence 

...unconditionally recommended” 
KMXI25: Country Sports. The KMX 

is developed directly from Kawasaki's 

racing moto-crossers. So when you plough 

across the fields, you’re riding a real 

thoroughbred. 
When a crowd of first-timers tested all 

the new I25's, including riding them around a 

Part One Driving Test Course, they voted the 

KMX top of the lot. 
Dirt Bike Rider magazine rated the KMX 

“the trickest 125 on street or trail”. Which is 

fair comment since the KMX is as brilliant 

on-road as it is off-road. 
The Kawasaki Launch Pad Package. 

If you buy any new learner-legal Kawasaki, 

maintain it correctly, and return it in good 

condition in a year, you’ll get your money back 

(less taxes) against the cost of your next new 
Kawasaki. To qualify, you have to agree to take 

proper training. And, if you do, you’ll get 

special discount vouchers on safe riding 

gear like gloves, boots and jacket. 
If you would like a brochure and the 

name of a Kawasaki Launch Pad dealer 

near you, send your name, age, and 

address to, Dept H54 , Kawasaki Motors 

UK Ltd, 748 Deal Avenue, Slough, 

Berkshire, SLI 4RZ. 

WHO CAM CATCH A 

KAWASAKI? 4 



•This tempting range of “items” is exclusive 
to Smash Hits readers (i.e. you can't buy 
them in any other shop in the whole wide 
world!!) 
•To buy the objects of your desire simply fill 
in the coupon opposite, pop it into an 
envelope along with a cheque or postal order 

I (made payable to Smash Hits) for the correct 
amount and instruct your postie to deliver it 
to The Smash Hits Shop, 14 Holkham 
Road, Orton Southgate, 
Peterborough PE2 OUF. 

‘ •It’s easy-peasie! 

COUPON 
Put the number of items you want in the boxes provided: 
A. Smash Hits mug: (£1.99 each) □ 
B. White t-shirt with red design (£2.99 each) □ 
C. White t-shirt with black "logo": (£2.99 each) □ 
D. Red sweatshirt with “logo”: (£7.99 each) □ 
E. Blue sweatshirt with white design: (£7.99 each) □ 

• I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to 
Smash Hits for-to cover the total cost 
of the items I want. 

clt is jolly decent of us really isn't it? 

I 
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•Oh dear. Summer will soon be upon us, the sun will 
be “splitting” the trees, and nobody at Smash Hits 
has a clue about how to organise a proper picnic. 

“Sounds like a job for those country ‘boys’ Climie 
Fisher,” suggests Tom “Bumpkin” Doyle. . . 

It’s 11 o’clock on a Sunday 
morning in a decidedly snoot 
area of North London, and the 

rain is fair belting down from the 
heavens. You, viewers, are 
probably tucked up nice and 
cosy in your kip, but it's 
cheesing us off no end because 
it is today of all days that we've 
decided to go for a bit of a 
serious picnic with those pop 

Simon Climie and Rob Fisher 
(hence the name) aren’t exactly 
looking too cheery either. 

“We haven’t eaten for two 
days in preparation for this!” 

Oh dear. Ver lads are naturally 

picnics on days like these. The 
sandwiches always tend to get a 
big soggy...” pipes Rob in 
“hilarious” fashion, not daring to 
whip his “shades” off since it is 
still clearly a bit early in the 
morning for pop stars. 

“That’s a con, actually,” 

to get up very early in the 
morning to do this or that, 
especially if we have to travel 
somewhere.” 

Alarm clocks ahoy! 
“Yes, I have a snooze’ 

quite a lot,” chips in Rob. “I 
press my ‘snooze’ button and it 
gives me another nine minutes 
sleep before the alarm goes off 
again. I think the record number 
of times I’ve pressed it is ten in a 

hour and a half,” adds Simon, 
“which is a serious ‘snooze’ 
button. I didn’t use it this 
morning, no. But maybe I should 
have. This is one of those days 
where I seem to spend the first 
few hours walking around half- 
asleep anyway. 

“Rob’s incredibly lazy,” agrees 
Simon. “He worked on this 
gadget for his coffee-machine 
where a timer would switch it on 
five minutes before he got out of 
bed, so that as soon as he 
crawls out, there’s a cup of 
coffee waiting for him in the 
kitchen - so he can run through, 
have a quick two or three cups, 
put on his trousers and then 
dash out of the door. He’s still 
usually very late though. 

“My timekeeping’s not bad 
these days, but when I was at 
school, I was always the last one 
in on time. I lived three or four 
miles away y'see, so I had to 
catch the school bus - and if I 
missed that, I had to get a lift 
from the milkman. And 
obviously because a milk-float 
travels so slowly, I would often 
arrive there just in time for 
lunch! At the time, I can 
remember thinking ‘This is the 
life for me...’!” Still. This idle “banter” may 

be all fine and well, but the 
day is still looking as if it 

might be picnic-free. That is, of 
course, unless we have one 

“An indoor picnic?” squeals 
Simon. “That’s a very good idea 
actually. I’ve heard they’re all the 
rage now - haven't you? No? 
Well, even if they aren’t, we may 
start a trend.” 

And who better than Simon 
Climie and Rob Fisher, both 
country boys at heart and old 
“hands” at this “game”, to tell us 
the essential requirements of a 
successful picnic... 















SPOT THE RUDDY DIFFERENCE! 
160 -160! - Easy Denim Jackets, plus 40 - 40! - 

way to while away the day! Yes, -- ~ .- 
160 -160! completely brilliant Easy del 

„—st dresser on your block! -“ 
up! It’s quite preposterous! 

:-shirts while you’re at it, “pal”!) 

SPO^H^jFFERENO: TIEBREAKER 
CONTEST CAPTION COMPETITION 

e two^persons wearing their snappy Easy 

Win one of these three incredibly stylish t-shirts! 





Come^herc 
J lo my 
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Amb And slnging^eartsand flowers'°VeS 
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And .he closest thing^o &fsTloch end roll 







Dearest Type, 
I'.ti a little bit miffed. Why? Well, 

because of The Bros Front - the 
band’s official fan club. I got a lettet 
from them with an application form 
enclosed and price details. 
Worraswizz!!! I quote from their 
blurb : “Bros are very concerned 
that their fans are treated fairly, 
honestly and correctly. You believe 
that Bros are something special - 
and they believe that you deserve 
something special in return.” And 
here's the best bit - Bros have sat 
down and worked out three levels 
of membership: Bronze (£3), Silver 
(£6) and Gold (£9). This is the bit 
that has me most miffed. Tm 19 and 
have a full-time job, but I'll be hard 
pushed to come up with nine quid 
for the fan club membership, and 
since I would imagine that the vast 
majority of Brosettes are still at 
school, I don't suppose many of 
them will be able to afford a Gold 
membership either. 

OK, you do get your money's 
worth whichever membership you 
apply for, but I'm sure this system is 
going to cause a lot of aggro 
amongst Bros fans i.e. Tm a Gold 
member of The Bros Front and 
you're only a Bronze. Tm a far more 
loyal fan th-” 

reduced price, instead of this 
stupid kind of class system that 
encourages elitism. Anyway, ‘nuff 
said. 
Rei, A 19 Year Old Brosette With A 

Dear Black Type, 
I was pondering the mysteries of 

the spooniverse and have 
discovered a clue to the secret of 
Chris Lowe's identity. My trouble 
began when I saw him on the B.P.I. 
Awards and noticed that his outfit 

elephant mucker-outer. I thought 
nothing more of this until I listened 
to the “disco” mix of their ditty, 
“Heart”, and realised that the 
beginning sounds almost exactly 
(well, at least a bit) like parts of the 
theme tune to the Animal Magic 
programme of yesteryear (which 
was all about zoos and stuff and 
usually a bit dull). Unfortunately, 
both my brain cells worked at the 
same time and I reached the 
conclusion that Chris Lowe is none 
other than that show’s crumbling 
old “presenter", Johnny Morris !!!!!! 
Please, please help me - Tm being 
watched... 
Someone Who Remembers 
Johnny Morris, Somerset. 

You’re a head-the-ball, pal, and 

Dear B.T., 
Have you, your Black Tripeness, 

not noticed the resemblance 
between many pop people of today 
and rather famous people of ruddy 
yonks ago? For example, doesn't 
Sir Stanley Housemartin look rather 
like Waiter Prince Of The Softies 
from Dennis The Menace? Doesn’t 
the- sorry - The Hedge of the "2” 
look a trifling like Sweep from The 
Sooty Show? Does not Sir Magne Of 
Furmoflask (or summat) look like 
the 'King1 of the crap joke, Jim 
Davidson? (Well, OK he doesn’t.) 
Does not an oversized pudding 
basin resemble Sir Lawrence 

• WRITE TO. Smash Hits, 52-55 Carnaby Street. London W1V 1PF. 
The most splendid letter gets a £10 record token and a Black Type 

Mullen Jnr.'s blee-hair in 1980 
(yum!)? Doesn’t Sir Hucknall The 
Red look like a “potted” elf? Doesn’t 
Dame Tina Turner bear more than 
a passing resemblance to Sir 
Billiam Idol? (I’m telling you, mate!). 
Doesn’t Taja Sevelle look like she 
got her hair out of a packet of 
Super Noodlesf? Am I mad? 
Probably, but meanwhile I will 
leave you to ponder over these 
“wondrous” “discoveries”! Air 
reet?!!?!! See yers! 
A Rum Young Coat And No 
Mistakinit (?), Manchester. 

Mmmm. Doesn’t the inside of 
your house resemble a ping¬ 
ing” ball? Ha! 

Dear Black Type, 
What a busy fellow Neil Tennant 

must be. Not only is he jolly good at 

“gorgeous” Chris Lowe, but he’s 
also the Scottish Cross-Country 
Champion. Crikey! Do his talents 
know no end? What a lark it is to 
be a pop star and no mistake. 
“Love”, Someone Who Fancies 
Chris Lowe - Even When He 
Doesn’t Smile. 
P.S. I wonder how Neil manages to 
keep his “brill” time of 63 min. 05 
sec. tucked under his belt 
“comfortably”? 

Possibly with a system of ropes 
and pulleys I’ll wager .. .or, 
maybe he simply jerks up his 
braces, causing the prize 
collection of rare nettle leaves he 
stuffs into the back pocket of his 
jogging “trews” to prick his 
nether regions and send him 
galloping o’er hill and vale at an 
ankle-creaking pace. But possibly 

I would just like to thank your 
lovely “mag” for making all of us 
spotty people out here in 
Viewerland v. happy indeed. And 
how? By showing us all what that 
“luscious” American poutlette 
Belinda Carlisle looks like first 
thing in the morning!! Yes! There 
she was in your centrespread 
(Smash Hits, 20 April-3 May) bags 
beneath the eyes, shiny face, red 
nose and all! What happened to her 
completely “flawless” skin (hem 
hem)? Perhaps the make-up artist 
was seized by a fit of jealousy at 
Belinda’s extreme good- 
lookingness (?) and sabotaged her 

face completely? Or was it perhaps 
just the results of another wild rock 
’n’ paaarty? 

Plausible theories, you will agree. 
But! I know the truth!! It was you 
Type! Insanely jealous of Belinda’s 
perfect features, you searched the 
photo reject bin and smuggled this 
“revealing” picture into ver mag. It’s 
no use denying it - I’ve got all the 
evidence. However, if the proper 
“incentive” is sent, no-one else 
need ever know. I think a token ’n’ 
towel would suffice. 
Lots Of Love From Someone Who 
Really Should Be Revising Physics 
At The “Mo", Edinburgh. 

Bah! “Nabbed”, as they say 
(except I’m nothing of the sort). 
But you deserve the token ’n’ 
towel, if only to keep your mind 
off the thought of any further 
“investigations”... 

Yo! Lord B. Type! 
Here is my prediction for the Top 
Ten singles of 1988 ... 
1/ “We Don’t Fancy You, Girlies, 
We Fancy Ourselves” - Bros 
Matt: “I guess that’s good. We just 
tried to write a song about our own 
feelings!(?)!” 
2/ "Mary’s Prayer (98th mix)” - 
Danny Wilson 
3/ “On My Own” - Jellybean 
featuring Pete Waterman, 51. 
Jellybean: “I’m very surprised. I 
wanted an up ’n’ coming singer 
called Matt Aitken to do it, but 
there you go. By the way, does 
anyone like my funky dance 
routine?” (No - The universe) 
4/ “Mummy, Can I Come Home?” - 
Stedman Pearson 
Stedman: “Who is this guy?” 
5/ “House It Goin’?” - Krush 
Ruthjoy: “That’s great! Considering 
we didn’t want to put this illin’ 

ten years ago...” 
6/ “Free” - Curiosity Killed The Cat 
Nick: “Hahahaha!!! Second time 
lucky, eh? Heh! Heh! Heh!” 
7/ “Screamin’” - Bon Jovi 
Jon Bon Jovi: “Who are Krush? They 
play house music? Oh yeah - 
they’re the ones that can’t mime on 
Top Of The Pops'. Blimey - are they 
crap? No, they’re useless.” 
8/ “ We’reonenotewondersandwe 
knowit” - Def Leppard 
Joe Elliott: “Hi! This is an advert. Def 
Leppard’s new album is called 
‘Brosarecompleteidiotsdon’tyoualla- 
gree?’End of advert.” 
9/ “Wimpy Song” - Whitney 
Houston 
Jellybean: “Where am I?” 
10/ “Smile, Chris, Smile” - Pet Shop 
Boys 
Chris: “This makes me really 
depressed...” 
Graham Christie, Glasgow. 

Dear Black Type, 
Hello! My name is Henry “Lovely” 

Kelly and being a fluffy-faced goon, 
I’ve been given a crappy old game 
show by stupid old idiotic Terence 
Vole. It’s called “Going For Cold' 
and today we have Stig Svensson, 
Rolf Richtofen und, I mean and 
Nick “Howdy Chum!” Rhodes, the 
famous Italian pig farmer as our 
“International” guests. The first 
quandry is as follows - Uncle 
Disgusting has offered you a part in 
his latest perv-flick and if you 
“‘*use, he has threatened to expose 
. ur shady past as Vince “Vinny” 
Clarke’s live-in fishmonger. Do you: 
a) Give him a hefty boot in the 
region of his.... Director yells 
“CUT!, I give up, Finbar. Take off 
that frightbeard and join me down 
the boozer for a slurp or two of 
Lemon Tizer, if you will...” 
Mr. Happy, Glos. 

Frankly, I’m speechless. 

Dearest “so-called” Black Type, 
It has come to my attention over 

the last few “so-called” “readings” 
of your particularly groovy mag that 
instead of using your “real” name, 
Black Type, at the top of the letters 

Blackford of Buckinghamshire ”(?) 
and other such ominous 
expressions. 

Before you think that Tm going to 
just complain for the rest of this 
’etter, think again. For / am about to 

he list:- “Dear Sir Type person who 
s even blacker when wearing a 
:>in-liner on his head”.. .erm ... 
jm.. .“Dear person with dark(ish) 
Type appearance".. .um.. .that's 
about it. Not very good was it? 
Norma Normality, Coonsville. 

Dearest Blackoi (?), 
Fm going off my head with 

anger!!! Aren't some people a 
complete pain in the wick? Maybe I 
attract them or something, but no 
matter where I am, I always seem 

et stuck talking to someone 
is a complete wriggling 

nutjob!!! 
For example, I'll be standing at a 

bus-stop, minding my own business 
trying to pick the chewing off the 
sleeve of my donkey jacket and 
along comes Mrs Narkychops with 
her ugly little pomeranian gasping 
away behind her with a manky old 
piece of Christmas wrapping paper 
sellotape around its neck 
pretending to be a collar and off 
she burbles about how her son’s 
doing really well in his turf 
accountant firm and the price of 
cheese and how her rheumatism is 
playing absolute havoc with her 
aerobics classes and then she’ll 
scoot, leaping from puddle to 
puddle, completely ruining her 
pink, fluffy Roland Rat slippers in 
the process. It’s all too much for 
me, Fm afraid - what can I do? 
Daphne Bonkers, No Fixed Abode. 

2) Scribble “Su Pollard Is 
Completely Useful” on your 
forehead with a felt-“tip” pen. 
3) Admit you’re mad. 
4) I’m off, “chuck”! 
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BNBCLK 

...NOT BAD, EH? 
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OK, so maybe using a cash dispenser machine takes 

marginally longer than turning the page. But not much. 

You can apply for a BarclayPlus card the moment 

you open a BarclayPlus account. 

And you can use your cash card in over 3,000 cash 

dispensers all over the country. 

So you can get at your savings any time of day, 

Of course, you also get a healthy rate of interest on 

yoursavings. 
You can open a BarclayPlus account if you’re aged 

14 or over. And if you’re under 19 you’ll get a regular 

mmfa fr‘‘Jagazim Mdfru “opming 

TALKING TO 

Just pop into any branch of Barclays 

with your savings. 

We’ll give you the full details and 

have you sorted out in a flash. 

¥ 
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FREE!!! In The Next Breek- 
Billowingly Stoating 
Issue of Smash Hits. . 

A Colossaliy Gigantic Double-Sided Poster Of... 

KYLIE MINOGUE!! 

BROS: What did they really $e\ up to in Montreux? 
“Not” to mention.. Johnny Hate?; Jazz!... Climie Fisher!.. Jellybe (worra tiddler!)... 
The Communards!... Danny Wilson!... The (worra band!).. .er, (again) and 
every other pop “notable” in the entire stratosphere yodelling atop the mountains of Switzerland 
at the Montreux Pop Fi “jamboree”!!!! It's a “the hills are alive” special!!? 

MAS I 
HITS 

i.ON SALE JUNE 1 
a “happening” publication 
48p - a piffling amount! 

snip! 

JASON DONOVAN in colour Pop Quiz We 
nosey on down into the minds of KYLIE MINO¬ 

GUE ROBBIE COLTRANE DEREK B JON CRYER (DUCKY 
FROM PRETTY IN PINK) FEATURES dig deep about First 
Dates, Pregnancy, Obscene Phone Calls Failing Your Exams 
And Spy — that's me up here on the left — pulls an 'orrible 

! (Oh do shut up! - Ed) It's SOp, the pick of the crop... erm, so good we get up everyone el 
Plus coming next week May 25... The Grove, Just 
Get into The Grove, boy you've got to prove (sniip!) 
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Who «■ Who 
are 

PREFAB 
SPROUT 

And What Is All This “Jumping Frog” Nonsense All About?... I wrote it in 20 minutes,” declares Paddy 
McAloon about Prefab Sprout's new 
single, "The King Of Rock And Roll”, the 

song with the daftest chorus in the history of 
popular song i.e. “Hot dog, jumping frog, 
Albuquerque”. 

“I got off the bus one day, picked the guitar 
up and wrote it. I thought it was so funny that 
I couldn’t play it to anyone. It was so 
ridiculous that I thought we couldn’t record it 
so I was going to send it to David Bowie but 
then I thought he'd think I was being very 
cheeky because it refers to someone who is 
ageing and is singing the boyhood chorus 
that made him famous at 19." 

But what does it all mean? 
“It means nothing. What's happened is that 

he’s grown older, everybody’s left him, his 
contemporaries have got jobs and so he 
turns to his ‘old lady' - he doesn’t call her a 
.ppies always say ‘my old lady’ - 
-.... the king of rock and roll'. It's a 
horrible joke, really. The opening line just 
"opped out: 'All my lazy teenage boasts / are 

1 w high precision ghosts / and they're 
~ng round the track/to haunt me'. I just 

'he idea of his teenage boasts coming 
l...u on a track, this ghost train from the 

. ,st coming to plough you down because 
your face has fallen and you’re fat around the 
middle. Later on in the song he's a ‘high 
kicking dandy’ because he's kicking up to the 
roof in his sequinned suit, splitting his 

coming ro 
liked the it 

But who, the world wonders, are Prefab 
Sprout? The following facts are all true 
(apart from the fourth one, which is 

totally made up). 
• There are four of them - Paddy, his 
brother Martin, Wendy Smith and Neil Conti - 

and though Paddy used to pretend he got 
their rather silly name from mishearing a 
song that went“we got married in a fever/ 
hotter than a peppered sprout" because it 
was a good story to tell on the radio he 
actually thought of it when he was 14 
because he thought all groups had to have 
“heavyweight names that meant nothing”. 
• Paddy's quite annoyed that their last single 
“Cars And Girls” wasn’t a hit. “I'm livid. If I 
had my way, heads would roll... it makes 
me wonder why I should friggin' bother, to be 
honest... you ve got to get angry about 
it... white anger." 
• He's 30 ana still lives with his parents, 
except he doesn't really. “I understand the 
impression people have got - the bookish 
songwriter: 'mamma, I'm upstairs writing... 
mamma one day I’m going to London and 
we're all gonna be alright'. It’s not like that. I 
still live at home but it’s a funny way round. 
Everyone presumes that I live with my 
parents whereas it just could be that my 

-1 is hopelessly addicted to fig rolls. 
• A few Prefab Sprout fans are a little bit 
deranged. "You do get them. You get some 
who won't let you go if they meet you after a 
gig and they won’t let you go because they 
think you have the key to the universe and 
they know what you meant in a particular 
song - they say it was a message to them 
and they got it.” 
• He used to fancy one of dodgy terribly 
dressed two-times British Eurovision Song 
Contest entrants The New Seekers. “Yes I 
used to have a crush on Lyn Paul out of the 
New Seekers. I suppose it's the same thing 
with Kylie Minogue. There'll be someone out 
there who'll die for her, and that's all that 
matters...” 

THE KING OF ROCK AND 
ROLL 

_-__t» are nouHii^h precis 
n sne looks at me and laughs I remind her o 

I'm the king of rook and roll completely 
Up tram suede shoes my haby blues (h-hot 

Hot dog jumpjng Irog Albuquerque 

an'P-ogj 

Hot dog jumping Irog Albuquerque (baby baby) 
Hot dog jumping trog Albuquerque sing it hoy 

ot dog jumping frog Albuquerque king of rock and rol 
Hot dog jumping frog Albuquerque yeah 

jumping frog (Albuquerque) Albuquerque 

Hot dog jumping frog (Albuquerque) 

“Text”: Christopher Heath. 





Hat's her eitose. What will yours ke! 
Anyone who thinks AIDS is a thing of the 

past could be in for a nasty shock. 

AIDS is no longer confined to gays and inject¬ 

ing drug users. Infection with HIV (the virus that 

can lead to AIDS) among heterosexuals is now 

growing. 

To add to the danger, you can’t tell who has 

the virus by looking. An infected person might 

not show any symptoms at all. 

Such a person could pass the virus on to you 

through sex without either of you knowing. So 

it’s best to take no chances, 

i ■ If you’re not 100% sure about your partner 

use a condom (or insist your partner wears one). 

And remember, the more people you have 

sex with, the greater the risk. * 

AIDS is fatal. There’s no cure or vaccine. And' 

it isn’t going away. 

If you’re worried about AIDS, _ 

phone the National AIDS Helpline 

on 0800 567 123, free of charge. fl 
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in concert at 
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0898 12 13 14 
0898 22 25 10 

MARK MOORE S-EXPRESSES HIMSELF 

0898 22 25 11 

ROLL UP FOR FAIRGROUND ATTRACTIO 

0898 22 25 14 

DANNY WILSON (AND FRIEND!) 

BIG 



MEGA GUIDE 

0898 12 13 14 

RADIO ONE'S 

NUMBER 1 SINGLE 

0898 12 13 01 THRU 

TO 10 

TOP TWENTY RUNDOWN 

Sfp 1 

If y?Uhone biUs 
Ur%ouse 

RING IN YOUR VIEWS 

i YOU COULD BE ON THE 

S LINE NEXT WEEK 

1 12 13 15 

AND 

SAND 

BACKWARD 

EASY-PEASY. 

12 13 29 



REVIEW THEATRE 

IS MADONNA’S NEW PLAY 
ANY GOOD? 



BOOKS 
ROCKSTAR 
by Jackie Collins 
(Heinemann, £ 10.95) 

PEBBLES: Pebbles (MCA) 

MONEY CAN BUY POPULARITY BUT IT.. 

CAN'TBUVME 
LOVE. 

TOUCHSTONE PICTURES presekts i # 
APOLLO PICTURES JOUN 

sum PATRICK DEMPSEY AMANDA f 
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGBAPHY PE 

> IN THE WEST END AND_ 
S ACROSS THE COUNTRY 

FROM FRIDAY MAY 27 ^ 





THE AMSTRAD STUDI0100. 

-IT’S BOTH.- 
AND IT’S ONLY £299. 

Half the new Amstrad Studio 100 is a serious hi-fi, complete 
with record deck, tuner twin tape decks and quality two- 
way speakers. 

The other half is a serious four-track recording studio, 
including four microphones, headphones, and input jacks for 
guitars, drum machines, synthesisers, keyboards and anything else 
you want to plug in, \bu can edit, mix, bounce, reverb and fade, 

make demo tapes or play out to slave amps and PA systems. 
The price includes everything you see. Wfe’ve even thrown 

in a tape of drum and music backing tracks and some lyric sheets 
to get you started. 

With the Studio 100 you can play the music - or be the 
music Serious? Check it out now at the stockists below - or shoot 
us the coupon. 

AMAZING PERFORMANCE-AMSTRAD PRICE 
Available at Allders. Argos. Comet Co-op. Currys. Dixons. Gateway. Laskys. Rumbelows. Wjgfalls and good independent stores. 
Please send me more information on the Amstrad Studio 100. 



WOOLWORTHS 



Choose from thousands of 
bargain priced titles on LP, 
cassette, compact disc, 
picture or 7" & 12" singles, j 
All brand new top quality. !' 
(We have records that are i 
unobtainable elsewhere.) 



If you want people to see 
Our unique designer cap which comes with every Born Blonde Highlight kit. It is double thickness 

the stunning highlights 
and has pre-selected holes for total control and totally professional results. Even if your hair is mid-brown, 

in your hair, you should 
Born Blonde will give you the colour lift you want. Born Blonde. One of a range of blonding pro- 

put our designer hat on. 
ducts by Clairol. Including lightener, colourants and spray-in lightener. BORN BLONDE by Clairol. 
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• Apparently Keren tram 

a certain so-called "news"paper, 

A/Lutterings pitch, a four acre lake and 
waterfall, a 75 feet swimming 
pool and two six bedroomed 

called Scott Evans who 
Keren's tot Thomas calls 
"Dad", and an ex-pop star by 
the name of Pete Wylie 
whi ■ ~.-o to be in a a'oup 
called Wahl It seems that 
Keren got a bit fed-up with 
this Scott chap and found 
herselt caught up in a snoa 
situation with this Wylie 
bloke, and then it all ended 

We suppose it’s just a load 
ol old gibbers, but a 

i thoroughly “gripping" yarn 

showroom person refused to 
believe that our Rick was a 

with 

expereswank mobile and 
sen! h m packing with a flea 
in his ear! And now Rick's 
been having a tew problems 
on his attempt to purchase a 
• it fact ne has been 
''gazumped'' no less than 
three times! (i.e. every time 
he’s about to "clinch" a deal 
someone with even more 

■- asn nips in at the 

E "pad’' trom under his nose!). 
; The last otter Rick made was 
5 a moderately staggering 

.. was 10 be had - 
“gazumped" again! Poor 

Mad Mocassin-ness out. It 
seems they were all a bit 
shirty because of the rather 

personal zoo! So was 
Michael left roaming the 
streets? Was he heck! He 
promptly forked out a paltry 
fifteen million pounds on a 
42 roomed ranch in the 

Prince was so impressed with his recent visit to Holland that he has 
apparently had a windmill and lots of tulips delivered to his house . . . 

Bros in AIDS “benefit” rumpus!! 
• My oh my, what a 

ire was blubbing, 
earning and fainting 

a-plenty and Matt, Luke 
_nd Craig were showered 

i Aablubbl_n||^taintln9, 

guest houses in the back 
garden!!! And Michael is 
also planning a few minor 
"alterations" i.e. he's cutting 
down a whole forest of trees 

Disneyworld style "fun" fair, 
demolishing a huge barn and 
installing in its place a 
recording studio where he'll 
work on the follow up to the 
“Bad" LP, and “converting" a 
master bedroom into a 
massive oxygen tank... 

• Bros eh? Not a very ugly 
group by any so-called 
"stretch” nf thp imaninatinn 

voted chie/swoon and 
walked away with a mega- 
staggering 60% of the total 

Mutterings demands a 
recount! 

the sparrow-legged one was 
so overcome upon learning 
that his waxing was perched 

partaking ot that legendary 
rock and roll ritual of tearing 
down the curtains, ripping 
lights from their sockets, 
biffing some furniture about 
and tossing the odd telly out 
of the windows "The Trout" - 
as he's been fondly dubbed 
by his millions of admirers 
throughout the universe - 
and his pals were politely 
informed by a deadly miffed 
hotel manager that the Plod 
were on their way! For fear of 
spending the next tew nights 
in the slammer, “The Trout” 
coughed up (or the damage 
and beat a hasty retreat,.. 

grounds of his super snoot 
mansion in Minneapolis, 
complete with a surrounding 
lake and tulip field... 




